25 Series Thumbpiece Trim

512TP, 512TP-BE, and 512NL Trim, Wood Door, LHR Shown, RHR Opposite

For height from finished floor, refer to device template.

For backset, refer to device template.

- For height from finished floor, refer to device template.

Device & Trim

CL

\( \frac{3}{8} \)" (10 mm) x 4 Through

\( \frac{7}{8} \)" (98 mm) 3\( \frac{7}{8} \)" (197 mm)

\( \frac{3}{8} \)" (10 mm) Through

\( \frac{7}{8} \)" (22 mm) 1\( \frac{3}{4} \)" (44 mm)

25-M 2\( \frac{1}{4} \)" Through

25-R 2\( \frac{3}{8} \)" Through

25-V 5\( \frac{3}{8} \)" (135 mm)

25-C 1\( \frac{1}{4} \)" deep

2" (51 mm) Through

\( \frac{3}{8} \)" (19.1 mm)